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Updated and extended for a new generation of leaders, Bob Buford’s bestseller shows you
how to make the second fifty percent of lifestyle more rewarding compared to the first. brand
new “  As Buford clarifies, “ an essay by Bob on “ But first, you need time to determine what
you want regarding the rest you will ever have. new questions for reflection or discussion by
the end of each chapter;Top features of this newly updated and expanded 20th Anniversary
edition add a foreword by Jim Collins, the bestselling author of Good to Great; It’s halftime, a
time of revitalization and for catching a new eyesight for living the next half, the fifty percent
where life could be lived at its most rewarding.Bob Buford believes the second half of your life
can be much better than the first. a particular update from the author on what the halftime
movement is growing nationally, and links to exceptional resources.”enough time when, as he
says, a person moves beyond the first half of the game of life.In Halftime, Buford focuses on
this important time of transition—Are you set to move into the second half you will ever
have?halftime” stories of women and men enjoying a second half of significance; particular
halftime assignments to steer readers into their second-half mission; Much better.The
Wisdom of Peter Drucker”;My enthusiasm is normally to multiply all that God has granted me,
and in the process, give it back.
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A Life-Changing Book Some books are good to read; It is certainly significant to note that both
Peter Drucker and Jim Collins took enough time to craft Forewords to the classic, first
released in 1994 and lately revised and updated. It will change how you like and forgive!
others are life-changing.* What realistic changes can I make in my work?" Buford shares the
tales of several individuals who've used halftime to consider share of their lives and of their
professions. The book - and Buford's company that stands to get the book's concepts, [. He
quotations liberally from these mentors. I rejoice in existence because of its own sake. It really
is a sort of splendid torch which I've got ahold of for the moment, and I would like to make it
burn as brightly as possible before handing it to future generations. Half time is a chance to
take a breath, assess the advantages and disadvantages of the 1st half, and make the
necessary adjustment to have an even more effective and satisfying end of the game.Buford's
own journey offers been influences by many great thinkers and practitioners who've resided
lives of significance.. As a Christian, we are trained to love your neighbor as yourself. I am of
the opinion that my life belongs to the whole community, and so long as I live, it really is my
privilege to accomplish for it whatever I could. I want to be thoroughly used up when I die, for
the harder I work, the even more I live.. Buford acts on the Boards of two agencies that
Drucker touched: Innovator to Leader Institute, today headed by Ms.] - likens a life of work to a
football game. I now wish to accomplish something that 1) is important in someone’s life for
the better.Buford offers some extremely concise and helpful questions that somebody
approaching "halftime" should be asking herself:"Halftime is a lot more than getting your ft up
and meditating. It's more than time aside to believe, pray, and play. As the writer suggests, the
significance quest must start by age 45. Set plans that will assist you `walk' through the
important issues. This agenda will indeed include period to pray and pay attention, to read the
Scriptures, and to think. I came across many similarities to my profession work life, busy for 40
years chasing the dollars, campaigns, etc. I thought, oh another self help publication, this is
exactly what you should do with your life, or at least from the name, your second half. Food
for thought I started this publication on a recommendation from our Senior Pastor.* Who am
I?(Pages 70-71)Buford approaches these problems from the framework of his very own
Christian faith, the book and its own principles can be applied to a reader of any faith or lack of
faith. It's a way to find the other pieces of the whole puzzle. In twenty?* What gifts has God
given me which have been perfected over time?* What presents has he given me that I am
unable to use?* What would We be ready to die for?* What is it about my job that makes me
experience trapped?You start with the story of his own lifestyle and career as a successful
press executive, Buford gently lays straight down the gauntlet and challenges the reader to
evaluate how exactly to move from a concentrate on achievement to a focus of significance
during the second half of your respective working life.* Would We be willing to take a less
stressful (and lower-paying) job to end up being happier - to be closer to my true self?* What
actions do I have to take tomorrow to possess a second half that is better than my initial half?*
What do I value?Another fantastic Shavian quotation that spices up this book for me may be
the subsequent:"There are two resources of unhappiness in existence. At each stage of
existence, I must develop a strategy and program based on where I really believe God calls
me. We often usually do not live lengthy more than enough to see our very own significance.
Sometimes my strategy worked as planned, but various other times it didn't. He issues a
contact to begin to think about the legacy we want to leave behind. I found the vignettes to
become challenging and inspiring. Love this book. Life is no short candle to me.Near the end
of the reserve, in a conversation about creating a mindset of lifelong learning, Buford makes



an observation about group learning that I came across to be extremely significant:"Best
selling writer and MIT professor Peter Senge says: `Teams, not individuals, are the
fundamental learning models in modern institutions. Hesselbein, and The Drucker Institute.'
God appears to have built a governor against arrogance into the design of humans. We are as
interdependent in learning as we are in additional arenas. WHEN I have considered some
problems by myself for awhile, I always find it necessary to enter a give-and-consider
dialogue with others.* What do I would like to do in a decade?" (Webpages 146-147)The
keystone of this reserve and the halftime concepts is the issue of asking the question about
the kind of legacy we want to leave behind:"Peter [Drucker] once thought to me, `The
beginning of adult existence is when you request the question, "What do I want to be
remembered for? Whether you are in the first half of your life, at halftime, or still playing in
overtime, you will find value in this reserve. An essential book for the person who has been
successful in life and wants to surrender." (Page 201)I plan to order several dozen copies of
this book to provide away to friends, customers, and applicants who are in a place in their lives
where this type of reflection would be helpful. This is a book of significance about
significance."' Essentially, this is actually the question of halftime. Great for following stage in
life. Nevertheless, most people won't achieve the same degree of wealth and personal
connections to additional wealthy people that Buford accomplished at the midpoint of
existence.Al Plan the Remainder you will ever have for Significance In "Half Period," Bob
Buford proposes taking time near the midpoint of lifestyle to develop a game arrange for
finding the concentrate of your respective life, evaluating how exactly to use past experiences
to go after that focus, and creating a idea for finishing well in lifestyle. He provides superb
advice for those who want to ensure their lives make a positive impact on this globe.While
Buford says that his book pertains to anyone, his message targets those that achieved great
financial achievement within their early years but who focused the first half of their lives even
more on career success than on positively impacting others. He provides superb advice for
that market. Great wealth certainly comes with many responsibilities and issues, but it also
provides great independence that a lot of people never experience.Enjoy! That lack of first-
half financial success and prestige holds especially true for those who thought we would
concentrate their lives on significance early in existence. For example, public college teachers,
pastors, firefighters, police officers, social workers, humanitarian alleviation workers,
missionaries, and army personnel often choose their careers early in lifestyle for reasons more
linked to significance than to economic achievement. As such, they often encounter the
midpoint of life with minimal financial freedom to pursue higher goals.Buford's assistance also
leans heavily on Christian concepts, but his advice will not uniquely depend upon faith in
Christ. Those visitors holding other spiritual convictions will likely have no objections to his
assistance. I really believe that Buford's reserve would have had a far more powerful message
if he previously discussed instances where his life plans had seemed to fail." (Page 83)This
quotation opens the chapter entitled "From Achievement to Significance. I suspect that one
day I will find that my programs failed but God's plans succeeded. One is not getting what you
need;In reviewing my very own life, I came across that I had followed Buford's advice
beginning very early in life as a teenager and several times throughout the following three
decades. He paints such an ideal picture that I got trouble identifying with it. Gave as a gift. the
other gets it. Regardless of where we find ourselves in life, we have to plan the rest of our
lives for significance. Even so, Buford's thesis remains audio.Despite his concentrate on those
who pursued real wealth and prestige in the first fifty percent of life, Buford's general advice



pertains to everyone, no matter life stage or religious convictions. I would recommend "Half
Time" for anyone who hasn't yet found the focus of his or her life, irrespective of age, financial
achievement, or religious conviction.Jim Ward, Jr.[...] Great book Love the premise and the
advise!* What am I passionate about? The following list may help you get started:* Am I
missing anything in my own life at this time that's vital that you me? The beauty could it be
does not tell me what to do in the second half of my career, life, it provides meals for thought.
What do I want to do to contribute, make a difference. But it also needs to include some
deliberate queries." (Pages 37-38)Amen! 2) I believe it'll reward my personally to know that I
helped somebody, making life better for them. I love this quotation from George Bernard
Shaw:"This is the true joy in life - the being used for a purpose recognized by yourself as a
mighty one, the being a force of nature instead of a feverish, selfish small clod of ailments and
grievances, complaining that the world won't devote itself to making you happy. What better
method to demonstrate our love for our neighbor after that to greatly help them. I discover
that many people believe their programs for significance have failed, yet the fruits of their
labors appear late within their lives or after their lives have ended. It speaks of legacy more
than accomplishments and gets in the centre of significance. Great book! Great book! It comes
with my strongest recommendation. The book gave me an expectation of the next stage in
life. Significance - 10 year routine time Great book. Most people will not do anything significant
within their lifetime. A successful halftime needs some structure. It takes 10 years to mature
into something. This book helps us cope with life change - God's way. Bob Buford's seminal
work, "Half Time," is merely such a life-altering book. Bob Buford has already established a
close working relationship with Peter Ducker and Frances Hesselbein, both people who've
excelled in using a long second half of life to make significant contribution in the areas of
leadership in the support sector and available world in addition to in the realm of mentoring
military leaders. God loves you and wants you to be all he created you to end up being - not
everything you created you to ultimately be. If you wait to 55, your motors will become dialing
down and Significance will be just too hard.
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